
Item no.: 382217

MCTV-451 - Maclean Cable, Optical, Toslink-Toslink, Polybag, 1m

from 3,15 EUR
Item no.: 382217

shipping weight: 0.10 kg
Manufacturer: Maclean Brackets

Product Description
Optical cable from the renowned company Maclean model MCTV-451. One of the main advantages of this model is reinforced metal plugs, which provides cables of this line with
unprecedented durability on the market. The cable is not only durable but very flexible.The cable was developed to meet the strictest technical requirements and to satisfy the most
discerning audiophiles, and at the same time to surprise with an excellent design.Maclean cables provide lossless signal transmission for the purest and most realistic sound effects.
Maclean optical cable is especially recommended for high-quality digital connections - whether it be a satellite receiver, blu-ray player, game console or other modern entertainment
equipment.The cable is ideal for connecting, for example, a CD/SACD/Blu-ray/DVD/TV/SAT player or a computer/console to a home theater receiver to transmit a digital audio
signal. By connecting your home theater with our cable, you will get 5.1 or 7.1 surround sound. It is the most technologically advanced cable on the market today! High quality
guaranteed by a reputable manufacturer.Connecting multimedia devices to your home theater receiver with this cable, you can get digital effects: Dolby Digital, Dolby ProLogic,
Dolby Surround, DTS, etc.Specification- Manufacturer: Maclean- Model: MCTV-451- Length: 1m- Connector: Toslink T-T- Ultra thin and flexible cable (only 4mm)- Cable made of
the highest quality bend-resistant fiber optic cable- Narrow cable for increased convenience and mobility- Metal connectors have been plated with 24 karat gold for the best contact
with the sockets in your equipment- Provides lossless transmission of uncompressed signal- Highly precise and robust manufacturing- 99.99% immunity to EMI interference- Meets
CE standardsSet includes- Maclean MCTV-451 Toslink T-T optical cable 1m- Manufacturer's packaging- Proof of purchaseMaclean is a global market leader in specialized cables,
accessories for home theater, hi-fi systems and PC connections. The company's position in the market has been built up for more than 10 years. Each product is created by a group
of designers who, with their knowledge and skills, can create something unique.Features- Very solidly and precisely made- Supports DOLBY, DOLBY DIGTAL PLUS, BlueRay 3D,
Dolby Surround PRO LOGIC II standards and many more- High-quality plugs made of polished metal covered with 24 karat gold- Double shielded for immunity to interference and
reduced distortion- Ideal for home theater and professional AV installations- Compatible with all SPDIF optical devices with TosLink- Individually tested for quality- High quality
conductor- RFI/EMI interference immunity (99.99%)- High level of cable flexibility- Meets CE standards
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